[Trinity]
This is judged on what type
of League they were
originally.

[Triada]
[Biblia [Lights]]

Black - Mainserver Leagues

[Biblia [Abe2]]

Leagues which have

Brown - Other server

original Champion/leadre in

Red - Frost Leagues

[Cosmo]

Ria

changed type have their

Leagues

[Biblia [Abe]]

square brackets ([]) to

Green - Real-game League

denote the change in League

Grey - Unknown/other type
[Futa]
Lotus

[Yellow]

[Emerald]

[Goyim]

[Vseper]

[Incarnate]

and have a separate entry. If

Blue and Gold - Other notes

they swtich types several
times, each is only listed
once with the first one being
first, second being second[,
and third being third].
A League coming off

[Astral Horizon]

another League signifies
that the original founder of
the new League was part of

[Space Jam]

The Asylum

the old League last.
Square brackets ([]) signify
dead Leagues

Photon

Distortion

[Leaf]

Notes
Dashed red lines indicate a
merge of Leagues

Hades

If this is the PDF version of
the geneology, you can click
Shadow

Team Oblivion

on some of the League

[Team Syndicate]
Yggdrasil

names to go to their

Sora

respective websites
Lights

Amethyst [Boss]

[Phoenix]
[Imperium]

[Ignite]

[Tempest]

This was created by

[Champion]

Ads20000

[Essence]
Ads
Genealogy of Pokemon fan-

[Renegade]
[Amber]

Gym Traine Ads

made Leagues

Omega

Current version

2.0-indev2

Crystal

All Leagues possible traced

Versioning

2.0

[Ruby]

back - 'unknown leagues'
removed

[Eevee]
[Devil]

Future versions

[Retribution]

[Ace [Tyga]]

Increment x for each new
[Orre]
[Ylissean]

[Alliance]

League removed from

1.x

'unknown leagues' and

[Amethyst [Volkner]]

attached to the main tree

Revival
[Prism]
Alliance Empire

[Silver Lining]

DJ

[Horizon]

Aftermath

[Alliance]

Orange Islands

Affinity
[Burning Sunset]

[Era]
Fruitful

Neo

Silver

Platinum

Unity
[Flaming Darkness]

Injustice

[Fairy Tail]
[Lunar]

[Pixel]

Yeah!!!
Delta

[Keldeo]

[Axis]

KillTheNoise
Epitome

Elder

Alpha Sapphire

[Anion]

[Spirit]
[Validus]

Breakfast

Techno

[Warrior]

[Anion]

Gladiator
The Squirtle Squad

[Alpha]

[Galaxy]
[Modern]

[Mystic]

[Merciless]

Chronos
Thunder

Panda

Vinnesia

[Avengers]

Inferno

Justice

Empire

Immortal

Oracle

Akatsuki

[Ember]

[Ace [Genius]]

[Valentine]

[Ligue fanclub-pokemon (fr)]

[Revolution's (fr)]

Unknown leagues
[Moongaze]

[Chaos]

[Armageddon]

[Creature]

[Diamond]

[Lustrous]

[Aura]

Zang-Viper

[Zeno]

[Ocean Gang]
[Retro]

Aria
[Neo Zeon]

[Killer]

[Feel Good]

[Citrine]

[Citrine Kingdom]

Ken's

Nuevo

Shadow [JoMama]

Novum Shadow

Shadow [Hyde]

Shadow [Millia]

Shadow [Dwayne]

Dark Flame

[Moonlight]

Vortex

